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BLG | BIC® Brite Liner Grip™
Equally useful at the office or in the classroom, this classic highlighter 
has vibrant ink to make your color-coding stand out and a textured 
rubber grip that provides a comfortable way to get your work done.
Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, or Yellow  Barrel; Gray Grip
as low as $1.10(c) USD | $1.60(c) CAD | min. 300
FREE SET-UP

BPS | Souvenir® Pencil Solids
Available in a variety of colors, this #2 lead pencil never goes out 
of style. 
Black, Blue, Green, Navy, Neon Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, 
Silver, White, Yellow
as low as $0.33(b) USD | $0.48(b) CAD | min. 500
FREE SET-UP
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c 32171 | Good Value™ Full-Color Paper Folder
Keep your papers organized with this colorful folder that includes 
an interior business card slot.
as low as $2.00(c) USD | $2.90(c) CAD | min. 250
FSC | FULL COLOR | USA PROUD 
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 



15845 | Koozie® Lunch-Time Cooler Tote
Take this easy-to-carry cooler tote on a last-minute picnic or your 
weekly grocery-shopping trip.
Black, Hunter Green, Navy, Orange, Red, Royal
as low as $12.39(c) USD | $17.97(c) CAD | min. 48
FULL COLOR

AP5040 | Atchison® On The Move Backpack
Stay at the head of the class with this classic backpack that features 
multiple organizing pockets and adjustable, padded shoulder straps.
Black, Burgundy/Black, Burgundy/Sunglow, Navy/Burnt Orange, 
Navy/Red, Olive/Black, Red/Black, Royal/Black
as low as $10.59(c) USD | $15.36(c) CAD | min. 50
FULL COLOR

A415 | Natural Economy Drawcord
Great for a day on the go, this cotton drawstring sport pack has 
reinforced corners for added durability.
Black, Lime, Natural, Navy, Red, Royal, Teal
as low as $3.95(c) USD | $5.73(c) CAD | min. 150
CAD pricing begins in March.
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We reserve the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Contact your sales rep for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.

Koozie® is a registered trademark.



15724 | Good Value™ 13" Laptop Sleeve
Keep your laptop protected in this sleeve that’s made 
from 3mm neoprene and has a zipper closure.
Black
as low as $10.99(c) USD | $15.94(c) CAD | min. 50

32403 | Good Value™ Slide Truly Wireless Earbuds 
and Charging Case
These True Wireless Stereo (TWS) earbuds put 
out high-quality sound and fit neatly in a uniquely 
designed sliding box.
White
as low as $24.99(c) USD | $36.24(c) CAD | min. 15
FULL COLOR
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c 46398 | Good Value™ Energetic Vacuum Sport Bottle 

with Hanger - 33 oz.
With its screw-on, leakproof lid and handy carry 
loop, you can take this bottle on a hike or even to 
the brewery.
Black, Silver, White
as low as $15.99(c) USD | $23.19(c) CAD | min. 48
FULL COLOR
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 



15928 | Good Value™ Value Notebook with Joy Pen
This 5" x 7" notebook/pen combo is great to throw in your bag 
when on the go. 
Black, Blue, Gray, Green, Lime, Navy, Orange, Purple, Red, 
Turquoise, White, Yellow
as low as $3.52(c) USD | $5.10(c) CAD | min. 150
FULL COLOR

65068 | Good Value™ Promo Retractable Badge Holder
This practical badge holder extends up to 30" for quick and 
convenient swiping. 
Translucent Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, or Red; Black, 
Blue, Red, White
as low as $1.10(c) USD | $1.60(c) CAD | min. 500
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Many elementary schools use reading programs to build excitement and interest in young readers. The Paws N Claws® 
Magneticmark Bookmark, available in a variety of fun animal shapes, certainly makes reading more fun! 
These durable die-cut bookmarks would make a great gift for each student at a kickoff rally, an enticing reward 
for reaching individual goals, or a celebratory giveaway at the end of a successful program. 

product story idea

VT7908 | Paws N Claws® Magneticmark Bookmark
These bookmarks feature charming and exclusive copyrighted designs 
that are die-cut in fun animal shapes.
Alien, Bear, Bee, Brown Owl, Bulldog, Bunny, Cat, Cow, Crab, Dolphin, 
Duck, Eagle, Elephant, Frog, Gator, Hippo, Horse, Koala, Lion, Monkey, 
Narwhal, Owl, Penguin, Pig, Puppy, Raccoon, Shark, Sloth, Stork, Tiger
as low as $0.67(c) USD | $0.97(c) CAD | min. 500
CAD pricing begins in March.
FULL COLOR
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We reserve the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Contact your sales rep for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.



8150 | Triumph® Calendars Monthly Planner
Each two-page spread in the Monthly Planner displays an entire 
month and provides ample space for notes. 
Matte: Blue, Onyx, Red
Leatherette: Apple Red, Beach, Black, Burgundy, Green, Navy, 
Royal, Yellow
thru 7.1.24 as low as $5.89(a) USD | $8.54(a) CAD | min. 100
after 7.1.24 as low as $6.67(a) USD | $9.67(a) CAD | min. 100
SFI | USA PROUD | FREE SET-UP

TPZ008 | Toddy® Gear Circle Jigsaw Puzzle
Delivering a sophisticated look to a favorite pastime activity, 
this round acrylic jigsaw fits neatly into its clear base.
White
as low as $8.95(c) USD | $12.98(c) CAD | min. 50
CAD pricing begins in March.
FULL COLOR | USA PROUD 

36567 | Mova® Globe
The small industrial-strength magnet inside this award acts as a 
stabilizer that forces perpetual, silent rotation of the globe.
Antique Beige, Satellite
as low as $370.01(c) USD | $536.51(c) CAD | min. 1
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 



45388 | The Deluxe Chair
The Deluxe Chair provides all-day comfort and is a homerun for 
any outdoor event with its durable weather-resistant fabric and 
lightweight steel alloy frame.
Black, Red, Royal
as low as $84.99(c) USD | $123.24(c) CAD | min. 24
FULL COLOR

VOUT037 | Microfiber Plaid Sherpa Blanket
This soft microfiber blanket features a checkered pattern on the front 
and soft sherpa on the back.
Black/White, Navy Blue/White , Tan/White
as low as $27.98(c) USD | $40.57(c) CAD | min. 48
CAD pricing begins in March.

26277 | GCI Outdoor® BleacherBack™ Stadium Seat
The lightweight BleacherBack™ easily attaches to bleachers with a 
quick click of the single buckle attachment and can be transported 
using the integrated carry strap when folded.
Black, Red, Royal
as low as $44.99(e) USD | $65.24(e) CAD | min. 24
FULL COLOR
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We reserve the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Contact your sales rep for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.




